News on E-Resources

萬方視頻 has migrated to a new mobile friendly platform. There is a choice of 3 interface languages (Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese and English) and Flash plug-in is no longer required to view the videos. Do try out the new site!

Featured E-Resources

Artstor is a digital library of more than two million images in the areas of art, architecture, the humanities, and social sciences with a set of tools to view, present, and manage images for research and pedagogical purposes. Artstor collections comprise contributions from museums, individual photographers, scholars, special collections at libraries, and photo archives. All images are accompanied by comprehensive metadata and are rights-cleared for educational use.

Take a look at their downloadable Subject Guides for tips on finding content in over twenty disciplines, including Architecture and the Built Environment, Asian Studies, Women's Studies, and more.

E-Resources on Trial

Gale Archives Unbound Collections
(Expiry date of trial: 30 April 2018)

The following 9 Gale Archives Unbound collections, topically-focused digital collections of historical documents, are on trial:

- Amerasia Affair, China, and Postwar Anti-Communist Fervor
- Chinese Maritime Customs Service: The Customs' Gazette, 1869-1913
- Country Intelligence Reports on China
- Japan at War and Peace, 1930-1949: U.S. State Department Records on the Internal Affairs of Japan
- Political Relations Between China, the U.S. and Other Countries, 1910-1929
- Political Relations and Conflict between Republican China and Imperial Japan, 1930-1939: Records of the U.S. State Department
- Political, Economic, and Military Conditions in China: Reports and Correspondence of the U.S. Military Intelligence Division, 1918-1941
- Subject Files of US State Department's Office of the Republic of China Affairs (1951-1978)
- U.S. Relations and Policies in Southeast Asia, 1944-1958: Records of the Office of Southeast Asian Affairs

Coloribus
(Expiry date of trial: 1 January 2020)

Coloribus is an advertising and commercials archive. It collects creative ads from all over the world on daily basis. The database contains information about brands, agencies, people involved, awards and other relevant data.
Alexander Street Press Video Databases -- Counseling & Therapy

Counseling and Therapy in Video is a multi-part online collection of videos, providing a thorough grounding in dozens of therapeutic methods and diagnoses, insight into the human condition, and training in skills such as reflection and empathy while working with specific populations such as veterans and teens.

The Video Journal of Counseling and Therapy provides access to the latest research and best practice methods in the fields of counseling, mental health, and psychology through contemporary presentations, lectures, and workshops from renowned counselors, psychologists, and practitioners.

Argentine Films

"Based on a true life story, The Motorcycle Diaries is an inspiring and thrilling adventure that traces the youthful origins of a revolutionary spirit." — amazon.com

"Recently retired criminal court investigator Benjamin, decides to write a novel based on a twenty-five year old unresolved rape and murder case, which still haunts him. Sharing his plans with Irene, Benjamin's initial involvement with the case is shown through flashbacks, as ...” — amazon.com

New Additions

All governments lie truth, deception and the spirit of I.F. Stone

The story of China with Michael Wood

Internet of things a business, commerce and public utility perspective of the future

More:
- Bad genius 出貓特攻隊
- Neruda 流亡詩人聶魯達
- Afterimage 殘影
- Dunkirk

Access New Media Resources List
New Books

Business
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Featured Books

The art of thinking clearly
思考的藝術: 52 個非受迫性思考錯誤
Rolf Dobelli

An eye-opening look at human psychology and reasoning - essential reading for anyone who wants to avoid cognitive errors and make better choices in all aspects of their lives.

Serious creativity
打開狄波諾的思考工具箱
Edward de Bono

Tackles creative thought as a skill that can be taught, a systematic process of breaking free of old concepts and finding alternatives.

Books on Critical Thinking

Asking the right questions
走出思考的誤區
M. Neil Browne and Stuart M. Keeley

This concise text teaches students to think critically by exploring the components of arguments--issues, conclusions, reasons, evidence, assumptions, language--and on how to spot fallacies and manipulations and obstacles to critical thinking in both written and visual communication.

The 5 elements of effective thinking
思維的五項元素
Edward B. Burger, Michael P. Starbird

Presents practical, lively, and inspiring ways for you to become more successful through better thinking.

Thinking, fast and slow
思考神經: 賽先生的思考革命
Daniel Kahneman

Daniel Kahneman, the renowned psychologist and winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics, takes us on a groundbreaking tour of the mind and explains the two systems that drive the way we think.

零秒思考力
全世界最簡單的腦力鍛鍊
赤羽雄二

思考重「質」也重「速度」，將兩者同時達到極致，正是「零秒思考力」的威力。